Sub: Acceptance of your article publication in Finance India June 2021 issue

Dear Prof. Dr. Bhola,

Thank you for your submission of the article titled "Role of Investors' Personality in selecting Investment Avenues: An Empirical Study in Pune City" for possible publication in Finance India.

I am glad to inform you that the article has been accepted for publication in FINANCE INDIA June 2021 (Vol XXXV No 2). The copy of the journal would be sent to you on its publication.

I am glad to inform you that

* FI is in SCOPUS Indexed Journal
* Finance India is placed at 3rd out of 21,000+ Journals in SJIF Journal Rank Indexed by Scientific Journal Impact Factor (SJIF) with SJIF Impact Factor 2018 = 6.778.
* FI has been Ranked 3rd Worldwide by American Statistical Association (B & E Data link) based on rating from amongst 79 finance journal / institutions & also amongst 148 journals / institutions (micro economic, macro economic, finance & labour economics).
* International Scientific Indexing (ISI) Indexed with Impact Factor of 1.518 (2017-18)
* Indexed by UGCs in various countries & in over 120+ Universities Worldwide
* ICI World of Journals ICV (Index Copernicus Value) Index Factor 73.22 (2015)
* Finance India is indexed and abstracted by more than 33 agencies worldwide

I would appreciate a line of confirmation of receipt of the acceptance letter and that the paper has not been submitted or published elsewhere.

With Regards.

Sincerely,

Prof. (Dr.) Yaminii Agarwal
Associate Editor

CC: Ms. Priyanka Zanvar, Assistant Professor, Institute of Industrial and Computer Management and Research, Pradhikaran campus HS-2, Sector 27A, Behind Tukaram Garden, Pradhikaran, Pune, Maharashtra 411044, INDIA